1...DUI ARREST          PACIFIC & NORTHBANK          060709
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 1:26 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

2...VEHICLE ACCIDENT      PERSHING & MENDOCINO      060709
Officers responded to a report of a vehicle accident. Officers requested medics for injuries. SPD responded and initiated a report. Officers reported damage done to Pacific property.

3...AIDED STOCKTON PD     CALAVERAS LEVEE          060809
SPD reported a suspicious male subject, possibly intoxicated, heading towards campus. Officers checked the area with negative findings.

4...DUI ARREST           PERSHING AVE            060909
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 3:28 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

5...VANDALISM           KNOLES HALL              060909
Staff reported graffiti in the men’s and women’s restroom. Officer responded and initiated a report.

6...AIDED SPD            ALPINE AVE               060909
SPD reported a suspicious male subject looking into vehicles near campus. SPD located the suspect and made contact. SPD requested urgent response for officer assistant due to suspect fighting. Officers responded and assisted. Suspect was taken into custody at 12:10 PM.

7...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  MONAGAN HALL            060909
Officers responded to a report of suspicious male subject trying to get into the building. Officers checked the area with negative findings.

8...WARRANT ARREST       ALPINE AVE              060909
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned the driver had two outstanding felony warrants. Driver was arrested at 9:27 PM and transported to the county jail.
9...DISTURBANCE    PACIFIC & ALPINE    061009

Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject with mental health issues. Officer committed the subject to county mental health for his well being.

10...NOISE COMPLAINT    DAVE BRUBECK    061009

Officers responded to a noise complaint. Residents were advised if officers respond again, a citation would be issued.

11...FIELD CHECKOUT    MENDOCINO AVE    061009

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned for a riding on the wrong side of roadway and an outstanding warrant.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    LOT 2    061009

Staff reported a suspicious vehicle parked in the area. Officers responded and located two subjects. Both subjects were contacted and advised of safer places to talk.

13...AUTO BURGLARY    BIOLOGY LAB    061209

Victim reported his CD player stolen from his locked vehicle. Officer responded and requested fingerprinting and initiated a report.

14...AIDED STOCKTON PD    OFF CAMPUS    061309

SPD aired two suspicious males in the area seen exiting a residence in the area. Officers located the subjects. One subject fled on foot and the second was arrested for public intoxication and turned over to SPD.